
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FOR BLASTING 
Confetti Cannons 

Have a reason to celebrate? Want to do it in style? Get ready to bring home your celebration with a bang that 

will absolutely fill the room with a burst of color and pure excitement! Make a lasting impression and charm 

your guests with a shower of multicolor and multi-shape metallic confetti mix! We always care about making 

hosting a breeze for you and letting you get the most out of your event with our Party Confetti Cannons. To aid 

you in the process, we created this simple guide to make sure you experience a smooth and fun celebration 

you and your guests will always remember! 

 

 

 

YOUR PARTY WITH FUN 
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PLAN AHEAD ON HOW TO PREPARE AND USE PARTY 
CANNON KIT 
 

 
 
We are so excited you've ordered your Party Cannon Kit, now let's get ready to plan the set 

up. As you may know the kit features both confetti cannons and streamer cannons! It could 

seem intimidating to use especially if it’s your first time to launch a party cannon, and that is 

why our team created a step-by-step video instruction guide for your ease of use. 

Simply click here to view the video setup instructions. 
 
 
 
 

https://primepure-instruction-videos.s3.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com/Party+Cannon+Instruction+Video.m4v
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PREMIUM PARTY CANNON KIT 
We’re certain you can create a Pinterest version of a party with the perfect confetti cannons 

to add a pop of fun to your celebration! So what’s special about your Party Cannon Kit? 

Here’s what! 

 

Variety of Content 
Your Party Cannon Kit includes two different kinds of cannon contents: confetti and 

streamer cannons. Our goal is to make your event undeniably more fun, entertaining, and 

picture perfect (no filter needed)!  

When you launch your confetti cannons, it will blast off multi-color and multi-shape assorted 

metallic confetti to add to the thrill of your celebration and create a picture perfect moment! 

Let it rain down with multi-color assorted metallic streamers shot easily from our streamer 

cannons perfect for indoor or outdoor celebration! 

Your celebration would totally be a hit when you have party cannons launching a spray of 

colorful streamers and confetti accents! 

 

Stylish Design & Generous Confetti 
Your party cannons are lightweight and have a sleek and stylish look that already makes 

them perfect props even before you pop them. These are also designed to contain more 

confetti mix. Compared to anyone else on the market, these party cannons have 50% more 

confetti! We take pride in creating party essentials that offer more than others!  
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HOW TO USE YOUR PARTY CANNONS 

Although your party cannons were shipped to your door completely prepared to be popped, 

there are a few tips we’d like to share! 

First and foremost, the cannons are not to be used without adult supervision. For an easier 

twist, cut out the packaging along the dotted line which can be found at the base part of the 

cannon. Locate the arrows in each cannon to identify which way to point and always aim up 

to the sky away from people or animals. To pop, simply twist the base and the top of the 

cannon according to the arrows outlined.  

For optimal results, consider the wind direction. If you’re choosing to pop your cannons 

inside, note the surroundings and make sure the ceiling is high enough in your venue for the 

twist.  

It is easy and very safe to use both for indoor and outdoor events. 

 

Simply click here to view the video setup instructions. 
 
 

https://primepure-instruction-videos.s3.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com/Party+Cannon+Instruction+Video.m4v
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WHEN TO USE YOUR PARTY CANNONS 
Honestly? Anytime you want to celebrate!  

And don’t limit yourself thinking these are just your New Year’s Eve party poppers. Our 

confetti cannons are the perfect addition for any celebration you want to stylishly greet with 

a bang!  

Personalizing your event will always increase your guests’ satisfaction and your party 

cannons are the perfect party piece to make that colorful entertainment happen! Here are 

some ideas! 

 

 
 

Bridal Showers & Engagement Parties 

Your party confetti cannons can be the stylish touch you need to add dazzle and sparkle to 
your bridal showers and engagement parties. These party pieces will definitely enhance 
your celebration whatever theme your party may be! 
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Welcoming The Graduates 
Keep an exquisite and personalized memento of how loved ones succeeded in their 

scholastic journey by welcoming them with a blast of confetti cannons. Make sure to take 

good photos to preserve special memories and celebrate how proud you are of their 

milestone! 

Special Announcements 
Got some big news? Add a pop of fun to your announcement with your party confetti 
cannons! Blast the streamer cannons as you shout your surprise news and make sure to 
get the camera rolling so it becomes a great keepsake of your event, too! 
 

 

Parades, Music Videos & Theater Productions 

What’s a production without some confetti! Your party cannons creating a confetti shower 
that flutters gently to the ground can definitely be that special addition to make your 
presentation stand out! 
 

Product Launches & Other Photoshoots 

Why do we launch confetti cannons, you ask? Because they are fun and can effortlessly 

make photos look fabulous! Your party cannons can also be used for product launches and 

photoshoots to add a bit of glamour to your photo presentation. 
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HACKS IN TAKING PHOTOS 

Try to capture the confetti with as little motion blur as possible, so that it still actually looks 

like confetti and not just some blurry bits of color. To do this, you can use a fast shutter 

speed or simply put your camera in burst mode so you don’t miss that fun moment when 

rain of confetti happens! 

 

WRAPPING UP 

Skip the boring party routine and start blasting your party with fun using Party Confetti 

Cannons! Why settle for an ordinary party when you can have a spectacular and cost-

effective display of rainbow colours to add a personal touch on your event, right?  

We hope you enjoy whatever celebration you have prepared and we’d be happy to get 

tagged on Instagram, Pinterest, or Facebook of your amazing photos so we can feature 

you, too! Our hashtag is #primepure. 

We’re happy to welcome you to our Team Prime Exclusive members!      
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS  

 
Please click here to check out the video instruction guide prior to setting up your kit; it is full of tips 
and tricks on how to prevent most of the common issues and mistakes mentioned below. 
 
Do I have to cut out the paper on each cannon along the dotted line before use? 
No. You may use the cannons as is. Cutting along the dotted line will provide you with an easier twist but it 
is not mandatory.  
  
How do you launch a confetti cannon? 
*Video demonstration is provided in the Video Instruction Guide* 
Our confetti poppers work using a compressed air mechanism that is released by simply twisting the 
bottom according to the arrows outlined. 
  
Do confetti cannons make smoke? 
No. We do not use explosive charge to shoot confetti. Instead, all our confetti cannons use compressed air 
to shoot the confetti.  
  
Do I need a permit when using your party cannons? 
No. Our party cannons are absolutely safe and easy to use and can be enjoyed at any private events 
without restrictions. For rented venues, you may speak with the owner to verify if they have restrictions in 
relation to using confetti cannons. 
  
How far will my confetti cannons shoot? 
Our party cannons will shoot confetti up to 15-20 feet. Also, the party cannons are directional and you will 
need to pop two cannons diagonally across the room in order to fill the room. Fortunately, our kit got you 
covered! Not to mention, each cannon cylinder holds 50% more confetti than others.  
  
How reliable are my party cannons? 
Very reliable! Our manufacturing process involves a very thorough, in-depth inspection to ensure high-
quality cannons are included in every kit. 
  
Are party cannons loud? 
Just loud enough to add a pop of fun to your party. Nothing alarming or louder than popping a balloon! 
  
Will using party cannons be messy? 
Nothing a handheld vacuum can’t handle. We suggest you use a narrow nozzle for your vacuum as it can 
get into smaller spaces and tight corners too. 
  
I have another issue, not mentioned in any of the questions above. How do I resolve it? 
Simply contact us by replying to this email and we will gladly work together to resolve the issue. Customer 
experience is our number one priority! 
 
 

https://primepure-instruction-videos.s3.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com/Party+Cannon+Instruction+Video.m4v
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